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The article is devoted to the analysis of the constructions that denote actors’ performance which were singled out from film reviews. The 

immediate constructions of the attributive model indicate the realism and quality of the acting. The immediate constructions of the 

predicative model describe the actor’s contribution to the movie and the drawbacks of the acting. Constructions of the nominative model 

emphasize the special features of the actor. 
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Since the appearance of the first movie, cinema 
industry appealed to a mass audience. Nowadays 
hundreds of films are produced every year. The 
numbers start to get up so high that it is difficult to 
understand whether the movie worth money and 
time spent on it. For this reason the audience often 
reads a film review first to choose a film to watch.  

Film review is a genre of journalism and criticism, 
a thematic variation of the review genre. In fact it is a 
critical response to a work of cinematograph [1, p. 
241]. In film reviews critics analyze the movie 
from different aspects: plot, setting, acting, special 
effects, characters etc. [2, p. 144].  

Structurally film reviews consist of introduction, 
plot synopsis, analysis and conclusion (evaluation) [3, 
p. 38]. In the introduction the author provides some 
basic information about the film. It includes the film’s 
name, year, director, screen-writer, and major actors. 
The plot synopsis is a brief description of the movie’s 
plot in which the specific details that may spoil the 
movie for the viewer should be avoided. The next 
component of a film review is the analysis. In this part 
an author explains their impression of the film, 
considers how well the film utilizes formal techniques 
and thematic content [4, p. 105].  

We have analyzed the all parts of film reviews 
in order to single out constructions that denote 
actors’ performance. Constructions are stored 
pairings of form and function, including 
morphemes, words, idioms, partially lexically 
filled and fully general linguistic patterns [5, p. 
219]. In our research we have analyzed the 
constructions at the syntactic level. At this level 
the constructions are divided into immediate, 
modified and extended [6, p. 175]. 

Immediate constructions are word 
combinations with dependent units either on the 
left or on the right, e.g. at box office, box-office 
smash. The modified constructions expand the 
immediate constructions with additional 
components, e.g. £466 million at the box office. 

The extended constructions “combine two or 
more immediate constructions within the same 
utterance”, e.g. It made a whopping £466 million 
($610 million) at the box office and went on to 
become Britain’s fastest selling DVD ever. 

Linguists have studied the notion, 
compositional and nominative organization of 
film reviews [7, p.125]. However the construction 
use in film reviews was so far neglected.  

The aim of this paper is to analyze the meaning 
of immediate and modified constructions 
indicating actors’ performance.  

One of the criteria by which critics rate the film 
is the level of acting. Constructions that denote 
actor’s performance indicate how successful the 
cast is. This type of constructions may have 
positive evaluating character (a performance with 
high rating), and negative evaluative character (a 
performance with low rating). We have singled 
out 19 immediate constructions which denote and 
assess actor’s performance. 13 constructions indicate 
positive assessment of the actor’s performance and 6 
immediate constructions indicate negative 
assessment of the actors’ performance. 

These constructions can be divided into 
subgroups according to the following models: 
attributive, predicative and nominal.  

The attributive model is used to characterize 
the designated object. The attributive model has 
an adjectival variant due to key elements. The key 
elements of the adjectival attributive modal are: 
genuine, earnest, convincing, excellent, rich etc.  

The adjectival attributive model (3 
Constructions) can be used to describe realistic 
actors’ performance (genuine emotion, convincing 
as somebody, believable character), e.g. Hollywood 
star (Hathaway, convincing as an especially self-
absorbed swan) wears a $150 million (£112m) 
Cartier necklace to the ball, unaware of the plot to 
lift it from her neck. In this example the adjective 
convincing denotes the power to deliver the 
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plausible acting [Merriam-Webster]. In some cases 
true to life emotions can be described, e.g. Reid and 
Pine bring genuine emotion to the father-daughter 
reunion, and to their struggle to save each other. In 
the immediate construction genuine emotion the 
component genuine paired with the noun emotion 
means honest and sincere [Cambridge Dictionary]. 
To describe a character which looks and acts like a 
real human being [Merriam-Webster] the immediate 
construction believable character is used, e.g. Rhys 
matches Hanks in creating a deeply believable 
character, whose trajectory from furious cynic to 
forgiving son could easily have been either overacted 
or oversimplified. The immediate construction 
believable character is modified by the adverb 
deeply which intensifies the character’s genuineness.  

Furthermore, the adjectival attributive model (4 
constructions) can be used to describe masterful 
performance (earnest performance, rich 
performance, excellent performance, spectacular 
performance), e.g. Vikander’s earnest 

performance gives Lara more life and emotion 
than the screenplay does, but the only truly exciting 
thing about the film is its director’s name, Roar 
Uthaug. In the immediate construction earnest 
performance the adjective earnest means serious 
and determined [Cambridge Dictionary], which 
points to the rather high level acting. In the next 
example the film critique defines the actor’s 
performance as rich, e.g. this is a rich and subtle 
performance, in which Hanks makes Fred Rogers’ 
sincerity completely convincing and real. In the 
immediate construction rich performance the 
component rich means high quality [Merriam-
Webster]. To describe even better performance the 
movie reviewer uses the construction excellent 
performance in which the component excellent 
means a very good, first-class [Merriam-Webster] 
performance. In order to describe the most 
masterful acting the immediate construction 
spectacular performance is used, in which the 
adjective spectacular underscores sensational, even 
striking acting [Merriam-Webster]. 

Contrariwise, the adjectival attributive model 
(2 constructions) is used to depict fake acting 
(cardboard character, pallid villain), e.g. the script 
plants a bit of sexual innuendo into Lou’s 
relationship with Debbie, but in the end her 
character is the most cardboard of all. In this 
example the immediate construction cardboard 
character the component cardboard is used in the 
indirect meaning and describes a character which 
does not seem real or interesting [Cambridge 
Dictionary]. In the following example the film’s 

antagonist lacks authenticity, e.g. David’s 
stepfather, the cruel Mr. Murdstone (Darren 
Boyd), is too pallid a villain. In the immediate 
construction pallid villain the adjective pallid 
means lack of liveliness [Merriam-Webster]. 

In addition, the adjectival attributive model (2 
constructions) is also used to assess poor acting 
(surprisingly dull, terrible acting), e.g. The film is 
done in by a drab script and a surprisingly dull 
Sophie Turner, whose performance as Jean, aka 
Phoenix, supposedly in emotional turbulence as she 
sorts out whether to use her powers for good or evil, 
has none of the wiliness and depth Turner displayed 
as Sansa Stark on Game of Thrones. In the immediate 
construction surprisingly dull the component dull 
underscores not interesting or exiting actress’s 
performance [Cambridge Dictionary]. The 
component surprisingly means that poor acting by 
this actress was unexpected [Cambridge Dictionary]. 
In order to describe awful actor’s work the immediate 
construction terrible acting is used in which the 
component terrible stands for seriously bad 
performance [Cambridge Dictionary]. 

The next subgroup of constructions is built 
according to predicative model which designates 
the action of the object. The predicative model has 
a verbal variant due to key elements: bring, 
energize, give, capture, get etc.  

The predicative verbal model (4 constructions) 
is used to define the contribution to the film (bring 
fierceness, bring flirtiness, energise the story, give 
chilling core,), e.g. Beyoncé brings a convincing 

fierceness to the character, and some fresh scenes 
with her and Simba’s mother, Sarabi (Alfre 
Woodard), add a contemporary feel. In this 
example in the immediate construction bring 
fierceness the component fierceness means 
something that involves strong feeling or energetic 
activity [Cambridge Dictionary]. In the following 
example the actress makes a contribution to the 
character, e.g. as usual, Johnson brings some 
much-needed flirtiness and recognisable human 
emotion to Ana, but Dornan always sounds as if 
he’s got a blocked nose, and always looks as if he 
would rather be at tomorrow’s board meeting. In 
the immediate construction bring flirtiness the 
component flirtiness means the behavior that 
shows attraction towards someone [Longman 
Dictionary]. The performance of the actor can 
make the whole story brighter, e.g. James Corden 
turns up eventually as an insurance investigator, 
who happily is not a bumbling cliché, and 
instantly energises the story. In the immediate 
construction energise the story the component 
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energise means that actor’s performance brought 
enthusiasm to the film [Macmillan Dictionary].  

In some cases the actor’s work can add a 
specific atmosphere to the film, e.g. But it's his 
performance that gives the film its chilling core. In 
this example the component chilling in the 
immediate construction give chilling core means 
frightening, scary [Macmillan Dictionary] and the 
noun core underscores the most important part of 
something [Macmillan Dictionary]. 

In addition, participle II (2 constructions) is used 
to describe some drawbacks in actor’s performance 
(subdued actor, subdued performance) e.g. the 
biggest shock is how subdued and uninteresting 
Cate Blanchett is. In the immediate construction 
subdued actor the component subdued means not 
very active or bright [Macmillan Dictionary] and 
underscores negative evaluation of the actor’s 
work. In the next example the immediate 
construction subdued performance enters the 
modified construction most subdued 

performance in which the component most 
intensifies the poor acting.  

The last subgroup of constructions is built 
according to the nominal model. The nominal 
model is represented by the following key 
elements: naturalness, charisma, master.  

The nominal model (2 constructions) is used to 
describe actor’s special features (combination of 
naturalness and charisma, master at comic lines), 
e.g. Without losing her comic edge, Swinton 
shows Betsey to be as kind-hearted underneath as 
she is imperious on the surface, and Laurie is a 
master at tossing off comic lines. In the immediate 
construction master at comic lines the 
component master means being very skilled at 
something [Cambridge Dictionary]. The 
immediate construction is modified by the verb 
toss which describes the careless way of telling 
jokes [Cambridge Dictionary].  

To conclude, we have singled out 19 
immediate constructions denoting actor’s 
performance. 11 of them are built according to the 
attributive model. The constructions of this model 
can denote realistic actors’ performance, fake 
acting, masterful or poor performance. The 
immediate constructions built according to the 
predicative model (6 constructions) describe 
actors’ contribution to the film and drawbacks in 
the performance. The constructions of the nominal 
model describe actors’ special features. The 
majority of constructions (13) indicate positive 
assessment of the acting and 6 constructions are 
used to give negative assessment.  
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Кубраковська І.В.. 

КОНСТРУКЦІЇ НА ПОЗНАЧЕННЯ АКТОРСЬКОЇ ГРИ В КІНОРЕЦЕНЗІЯХ 

Стаття присвячена аналізу значення конструкцій, виділених із кінорецензій, на позначення акторської гри. Безпосередні конструкції 

атрибутивної моделі позначають реалістичність та якість акторської гри. Безпосередні конструкції предикативної моделі описують 

внесок актора в кінокартину та недоліки акторської гри. Конструкції номінативної моделі підкреслюють особливі риси актора. 

Ключові слова: конструкція, конструкційна граматика, синтагматика, кіно рецензія, аналіз. 
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КОНСТРУКЦИИ  ОБОЗНАЧЕНИЯ АКТЕРСКОЙ ИГРЫ В КИНОРЕЦЕНЗИЯХ 

Статья посвящена анализу значения конструкций, выделенных из кинорецензий, для обозначения актерской игры. 

Непосредственные конструкции атрибутивной модели обозначают реалистичность и качество актерской игры. 

Непосредственные конструкции предикативного модели описывают вклад актера в кинокартину и недостатки актерской игры. 

Конструкции номинативной модели подчеркивают особые черты актера. 

Ключевые слова: конструкция, конструктивная грамматика, синтагматика, кинорецензия, анализ. 


